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Abstract 

Digital radiography is earning its place in the NDT market, as specialists realize this 

technology surpasses Film and Film Replacement. 

Portable digital Radiography provides many benefits to users. Fast images upon request for 

immediate analysis mean there is no compromise on image quality and no repositioning.  

Vidisco flat panel systems enable the reduction of working time and costs while enlarging the 

profits of NDT service providers. This article will focus on Non Destructive Testing with a 

portable DR system in the petrochemical and pipes industry, shipyards and in the service of art. 
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1. Inspecta Field NDT for Pipes  

One of the reasons of using Gamma radiation is its ability to penetrate pipes that have very 

thick walls. Images created with film require long exposure periods due to the long integration 

time this technology requires. This exposure time is hazardous to the operator and to the exposed 

environment. When many images are required the working rate is also increased due to the long 

exposure. Combining Isotope on site testing with digital X-ray systems like the Vidisco foX-

Rayzor enables creating a high quality image while using short exposure time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Working with foX-Rayzor in the Field 
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The following examples contain results of tests that were conducted by Inspecta on pipes on 

site, using Isotope IR-192 energy combined with the Vidisco foX-Rayzor DR system. Inspecta is 

a Finnish NDT service provider that employs 1000 technicians and operates all over 

Scandinavia. 

It is important to note that the foX- Rayzor panel is usually intended for up to 160kV energy 

exposure when working with continuous industrial X-ray sources. In order to work with higher 

levels of energy (like Isotopes) the panel's electronic area needs to be covered.  

Table 1 shows how exposure time is reduced when using digital radiography combined with 

isotope energy, in comparison to the use of film, according to the tests conducted by Inspecta. 

 

Exposure Time Item 

Inspected 

Pipe 

Diameter Material 

Wall 

Thickness 

Liquid 

Content foX-Rayzor Film 

Fire Water 

Hose 208 mm St 35 7.2 mm None 30 seconds 3 minutes 

Glass 

Fibre 

Profile 700 mm 

Glass 

Fibre approx. 25 mm None 

70 pulses (about 

½ second) 30 seconds 

Process 

Water 

Pipe 150 mm ss2343 

Total One Wall 

6 mm Water 20 seconds 15 minutes 

Steam 

Cooler 

250mm+ 

insulation 10CrMo 

Total One Wall 

40 mm None 50 seconds 

approx. 1 

hour 

Low 

Pressure 

Steam 

Pipe 

400mm 

+insulation st 35 12 mm None 30 seconds 

approx. 20 

minutes 

Fuel Lye 

Pipe 100 / 80 mm ss 2343 6 mm Lye 15 seconds 10 minutes 

Table 1: Exposure Time Comparison. Digital Radiography vs. Film 

 

1.1 Detailed Examples 

Figure 2 shows a pipe that provides gasoline to a boiler, with 4-6 mm wall thickness. The 

pipe is made of SS-2343 steel and its external diameter is 80/100 mm. 

The exposure time required with the conventional Isotope method is 10 minutes. Film 

development time must also be added when calculating time for results. The exposure time 

required when combining the foX-Rayzor DR system with Isotopes was just 15 seconds and the 

results were immediate. 

An insolated SS-2343 steel pipe with a 150mm external diameter and 6 mm walls was 

inspected full of water (see Figure 3). Using the standard Isotope with film method, exposure 

time is 15 minutes. This does not include the time required to develop the film. Combining 

Isotope energy with foX-Razyor required an exposure time of only 20 seconds and results were 

available immediately. The X-ray shows a crack detected in the pipe.
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Figure 2: Gasoline Pipe Inspected with foX-Rayzor Fine Panel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Pipe Full of Water and its X-Ray image, which Reveals Crack in Pipe 

 

2. Shipyard in Vietnam  

The need for high quality inspections while increasing efficiency are exceedingly demanded 

in the shipyard industry. In this industry the most demanded NDT inspection is that of welding. 

Because the welded areas in ships are long lines their inspection is a tedious and long process, as 

many images need to be taken to test one welding strip. With Digital Radiography this process is 

significantly shortened as there is no scanning or development and images are acquired 

immediately on the laptop screen.  

In Vietnam the welding work is done in the day and its quality inspections with Vidisco 

systems are done at night. It is therefore very important to the shipyard NDT technicians to know 

at the end of their shift that the images they took are comprehensive and that testing is 

completed. With Digital Radiography they can be sure this is the case because there is no 

compromise on the image quality (as is often the case when using film based systems or film 

replacements) because the repeated shots are performed immediately and no time is lost waiting 
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for developing or scanning. Figure 4 shows welding inspections of a ship in production in 

Vietnam conducted with foX-Rayzor. The 12mm steel plate was penetrated with just 8 seconds 

of exposure.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Ship NDT X-Ray Inspection with foX Rayzor 

 

Often in shipyards there is no access to AC power. Hence a portable and battery operated 

NDT system is very important. An additional advantage that the Vidisco flat panel systems offer 

to shipyard NDT specialists is portability. The Vidisco systems are fully battery operated and 

one can work on site with the Flat foX-17 system for up to 2-3 hours, and with the foX-Rayzor 

system up to 5 hours with no need to recharge the battery. 

The Vietnamese Shipyard industry is entering an international market and requires therefore 

a quality assurance process that is efficient and compatible with Western standards. Vidisco’s 

portable a-Si Flat panel systems have helped the Vietnamese to achieve it.  

 

3. Tel Aviv Museum of Art  

The restoration department of the Tel-Aviv Museum of Art is faced daily with the concerns 

of art evaluation, authentication and conservation. NDT has become an important tool to learn 

the details of each new object that comes into the laboratory. Authentication criteria and 

manufacturing techniques are researched on a continual basis. X-ray is an inspection method that 

can help study art object sand provide the knowledge that the restoration team needs for their 

work. 

 

3.1 Layers of Painting and Sub-Paintings 

Vidisco’s major contribution on the visit to the Tel-Aviv Art Museum was in conducting an 

X-Ray of oil on canvas painting by Moshe Castel. “Synagogue on Saturday” from the beginning 

of the twentieth century. The restoration team at the museum had already examined the layer 

structure of the painting and came to the conclusion that there is more than one layer to this 
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painting. They wanted to know what was hiding behind the external layer and we were only to 

happy to comply with their wish.   

Using the Vidisco Flat foX-17 Amorphous Silicone DR system, we took 6 images of this 

painting in the form of a grid with overlapping parts (see Figure 5). The darkened frame 

indicates the size of each image taken (28cmX40cm). The overlapping areas are indicated with 

stripes. The numbers show the order of taking the images. Each image was taken using the same 

level of exposure. We used a 270kV portable, pulsed X-Ray source and shot image using 40 

pulses (≈2.8 seconds). The source was located at about 1.20m away from the painting. The flat 

panel was directly behind the painting. 

This Image grid map was important for the assembly of the X-Ray of the entire image. 

Using our professional NDT FlatfoX software, we stitched a complete image out of the six parts. 

The stitching was done automatically by the software, first stitching together the three images on 

the right (images 1-3), then the three images on the left (images 4-6) and then stitching together 

the two combined images. The result revealed a portrait of a lady under the scenery painting (see 

Figure 5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Castel Painting and Corresponding X-Ray Image in the FlatfoX Software Screen. 

On the left, the Correlating Grip Map 

 

The entire process of taking the images and assembling them together took less than 15 

minutes. Most of this time was required to set the picture in place for each image. 

Although we have demonstrated above only the particular art field of oil painting restoration, 

we have worked with our systems, Flat foX-17 and foX-Rayzor,  in the service of art to examine 

other kind of artifacts including statues made of various materials, mummies, rifles and other 

antiques.  
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Vidisco Ltd. has been producing portable X-ray inspection systems for over 20 years. Our 

expertise has enabled us to develop a fully portable battery operated DR system. The small size 

of the Vidisco DR systems and their portability allows for efficient inspections in any 

conditions, whether in a museum cellar or out in an archeological site. 

 

4. Summary 

The main advantages of using the Vidisco Digital Radiography flat panel technology are: 

(1) Efficiency: The image is available within seconds on a laptop screen. There is no need to 

collect the film after every image and there is no loss of development or scanning time.  

(2) Image Quality: is excellent. The panels have a wide dynamic range of 16,384 grey levels 

(14 bit) and high resolution of 4 lp/mm. No repositioning is required and the image 

quality is not compromised. 

(3) Environmentally friendly: there is no need for the use of chemicals. 

(4) Safety: Exposure times are substantially reduced. Operator and environment safety are 

increased. In some cases X-ray inspection can replace Isotope testing, thus increasing the 

safety of the NDT technicians. 

(5) Discretion: The system is handy and allows the inspection of items to take place with 

minimum movement of the item and maximum discretion and security.  

(6) Profitability: Cutting Inspection time increases the profitability and service quality of the 

NDT service provider. By reducing inspection time, the commissioner of the inspection 

endures reduced operational losses. 

(7) Detection: The super sensitive digital panels reveal layers of information that enable 

increased detection capabilities. More defects and details can be sighted and the analysis 

is improved.  

(8) Simplification: With available high end software tools such as "Window Leveling", 

which enables viewing a selected scale/spectrum of grays for improved detection, an 

800% zoom, and measurement tools the analysis process becomes simpler and more 

effective. 

(9) Data Storage and Management: A computerized data base is available with the digital 

systems. All images are stored in an organized fashion for easy retrieval, analysis and 

information sharing. 

 

Following the adaptation of A-si flat panels for field inspections, the use of these digital 

panels in on site testing has become a reality. Not just Petrochemicals, Shipyards and Art, but 

also other industries that require NDT inspections, which have until now been working with 

conventional film radiography are gradually converting to the use of digital panels and digital 

radiography as well. 


